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ABSTRACT. A new type of vertieal uiotiou of air different from penetrative conveetion is 
discussed. For small vertical displacements the motion is assumed to be similar to that in long 
gravitational waves, the volume of an element remaining con.stant during the di.splacemcnt. 
Vertical motion of this type is the result of differences of pressure .set up in the vertical direction 
and the pre,s,sures on an element in the other principal directions do not alter during the 
process of small displacement. Asa result of the change in pressure, the molecular energy 
of the element is altered which results in a change of temperature, and consequently in a 
lapse-rate.
There is close agreement between the value of the lapse-rate deduced for small displace- 
me its without acceleration and the mean lapse-rates in the free atmosphere observed at 
different stations under nnrma\ couditions3 so that the theory of ma.ss motion developed may 
be taken to be a true picture of what is happening in the free atmo,sphere. If the type 
of motion dcsciibed here can be called cumulative convection, the free atmosphere may be 
said to be normally in Vumulative equilibrium.’
An explanation is also obtained for the ascent of air masses in a cyclone and their 
descent in an anticyclone. These movements are due to gradients of pressure in the vertical 
diiection and the condition for motion is that when the lapse-rate is greater than the equilibrium 
rate, the acceleration is upwards, and when it is less than that, it i.s downwards.
5
I. I N T R O D U C T I O N
It is found as a result of investigations with sounding balloons, that the 
rate at which temperature decreases with height is quite uniform in the free 
atmosphere, from a height of about 3 km. from the ground up to the tropopause. 
There is fall in temperature below 3 km. also but the lapse-rate is not regular, 
probably due to local disturbances and fluctuations that arise at the surface of 
the earth. But in the free atmosphere the lapse-rate is practically constant, the 
temperature-height curves of any ascent being almost linear, and the value about 
6°C. to 7°C. per km.
The decrease of temperature with height in the troposphere is explained 
to be due to the convection that is taking place in it. Calculating on the 
basis that the atmosphere is in adiabatic equilibrium, the lapse-rate
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I “  —  is found to be equal to g. -  for dry air where g is the accelera* 
\  dy )  ^  p
tion due to gravity, A, the reciprocal of the mechanical equivalent of heat and 
Cp tlie specific heat at constant pjessure. vSubstituting the values of these 
constants, the above adiabatic lapse-rate is found to be 9-86°C. per km., which is 
much luglier than the observed value mentioned above. The theoretical value 
obtained for ascending saturated aii is less than the al’)Ove value, but it is not a 
constant, as it depends upon the leiiiperalure of the air. If the atmosphere be 
in eq\iilibriuin for ascending saturated air, the lapse-rate should vary considera­
bly from place to place and time to time, depending upon the temp(^raturc at the 
surface of the earth; it should also vary with height. But observations, as 
already stated, are ratlier dUlerent. Besides, the theory of ascending saturated 
air cannot Ijc applied to regions where air masses are found to be descending as in 
anticyclones. The stability of air is usually discussed with reference to the 
adiabatic lapse-rates and the conclusion reached is that a dry atmosphere is in 
stable, unstable or neutral equilibrium, according as the lapse-rate is less than, 
greater than, or equal to the dry adiabatic lapse-rate and that saturated air is 
stable for downw^ard motion when the lapse-rate is less than the dry adiabatic, 
but unstable for upward displacements unless the lapse-rate is less than the 
saturated adiabatic.’ No satisfactory explanation has so far been given as to 
why the rate should be uniform throughout the free atmosphere ui^  to the tro- 
popaUvSe and fairly constant in value irrespective of time and place. There may 
be several factors like radiation and eddy dillusion, as discussed by Douglas,*^ 
which tend to produce a constant rate, but up till now, no theoretical value has 
been obtained which agrees with observations.'^
Closely connected with lapse-rate are some other ])hcnomena which too 
have not yet leccived satisfactory explanation. The centre of a cyclone is found 
to be a comparatively cold region and yet air masses are found to move upwards 
in it. An anticyclone may be warm, yet air masses are found to descend down­
wards in it though the lapse-rate is less than the dry adiabatic. These peculiar 
Ijhenoinena cannot evidently be explained by the hypothesis of penetrative con­
vection. They*are therefore attributed to be due to differences of pressure in 
the vertical direction and the term ‘ cumulative convection is applied to the 
large movements of air that take place in these cases. Yet there has been no 
theoretical calculation of what the lapse-rate should be in such a type 
of motion.
An attempt is made in this paper to develop a theory of lapse-rate (which 
may be .said to be the lapse-rate for cumulative convection) for vcrticah motion 
of air due to difference of pressure, assuming the motion to be like that in long 
giavitational waves. The aid of the kinetic theory of gases is also sought for a 
simple relationship that obtains between pressure exerted by a gas in any
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iiectiou and the kinetic energy of the molecules of the gas in that direction. 
|*The results obtained seem to be in fair agreement with observations.
a. O N G W A V E vS
The idea of long waves, the wave-length of which is very great as compared 
. to tlie height of disturbance, is very useful in iinderslaiiding the picture of air 
motion presented in tliis paper. Vertical motion of air in the case of long waves 
is easily seen to be different from that of penetrative convection. In the latter 
case, an element of air is considered to be warmer and therefore lighter than its 
surroundings, to be displaced from one layer to another, and tlien to expand 
adiabatically to attain the pressure there. The sun oundiugs are considered to be 
practically undisturbed except tor tilling up the space vacated by the element. 
Motion of air in the case of long waves would be entirely diherent. Here theie 
is motion on a large scale. Vast sheets of air ri.se or fall. And as they do so, 
two neighbouring elements in the same horizontal plane will move together and 
the dillerence in their vertical disi)lacenieiits will be negligibly small. The 
con.sequeiice of it is that there is no question of expansion of the element side­
ways suddenly as it rises, liven if there be a slight difference in the vertical 
displacements of these two elenieius, the result will not be (in the first iilacc) 
expansion sideways, but iiiass motion, in a horizontal direction, the velocity of 
motion depending upon the rate of variation of pressure with distance.
This leads to an important assumption that is made in the development of 
the theory that there is little tendency for an element of air to change its volume 
as it is displaced slightly from one point to another in the vertical direction. Tins 
assumption may be considcreil to be not unreasonable in the light of wJiat has 
been slated above, when the displacements are small. A ll displacements in the 
; vertical direction therefore, according to the theory presented heie, take place at 
' constant volume, the displacements of the air elements being small.
3. R E E A T I U N n T W E E N  .M (J E E C U L A U E N E R G Y 
A N D  P R E . S S U R E
There is a very simple relation in the kinetic theory of gases between 
# the pressure exerted by a gas on an element of area and the kinetic energy of
the molecules of the gas in a direction normal to the area.
If n be the number of molecules per c.c. of the gas, m, the mass of a mole- 
cuie, and v'  ^ the average of thesquares of the velocity components of the gas in the 
■ direction of the Y  axis, the pressure exerted on an element of area in the X Z  
plane (which we may say is the pressure in the Y  direction) is
P»=n.m.v^ (IJ
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But if tlic kinetic energy possessed by the molecules per unit volume of the gas 
in this direction be called E?/,
or
P , =  2. H,
dp y 2 • dE p
/]. T H E O R Y  O F  M A S S  M O T I O N  O F  A I R  
(C U M IT L A T I V K C O N V K C T I 0  N)
(2)
(2a)
(2b)-
Mass Jiioiioii of aii’ between two pcjints are close to each bther is due
to tlie difference of pressures between the two pc)ints in the direction of the line 
that joins them. The importance of considering diiection for the pressure arises 
from the fact that in the ease of vertical motion of an element of air in a gravita­
tional field, the pressure alters very ra])idly with height. Let P; ,^ P ,^, P*, be 
the pressures at the point A  (the co-ordinates of which are a*, y, 111 the three 
[irincipal directions. Ect B be a point the co-ordinate's of which arc (for the 
sake of simplicity) y -{ dy  ^ z. Eet the initial pressure at this point in the three 
directions be PE^P^/, P^- If we assume that there is static equilibrium in the 
beginning, we know that
P , =  P , = P „
P ',  =  P'„===PE and
l\v=P'y/ pg dy (p, being the density at A),
Let us now examine what takes place if there is a little accumulation and there­
fore some excess of pressure at A, so that
P,/ >  V^ff+pg dy.
There will be motion upwards, the equation for vertical motion being
V ’^o + + 1  ^
Di ^ P dy
... (3)
where «o represeuts the inatis velocity of the yas iii the vertical direction and, 
represents the acceleration of the element (following its motion).
Hence r ‘ dy  ^ T>i
^^  . 0 P,
The value of — , when there is accumulation below, will be greater
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; than the value it would have in static equilibrium aud consequently—^" will be
positive, the acceleration being upward. If on the other hand there is accumula­
tion at the higher point B,
l \ < V ' , + p g  dy.
the accelerated motion is downwards, and in
0_V
-P9 (>m
DVq
Dt
is negative.
We shall now investigate the motion of an element, Let us assume for 
definiteness that the accumulation is below and that the motion i,s upwards. Let 
the element at A  reach B in a short time, fit, the whole volume remaining constant 
in this process. As the element moves upwards, the value of alters at a very 
rapid rate as it moves against a gravitational field of force, and its molecular 
energy in the vertical direction also diminishes at the .same rate. But there is no 
such variation of pressure laterally as the surrounding elements also 
come up with it. Hence by the time the element reaches B, the energy 
corresponding to one degree of freedom only becomes less while that 
corresponding to the other degrees of freedom remains practically 
constant. Due to the law of equiparlition of energy, however, there 
may be a transference of energy taking place between that degree and the other 
degrees which will tend 1o nnikc the kinetic energy and hence the pressure equal 
in all directions. But .since any such equalization should be preceded by a de­
crease in the Y  direction, we shall assume that in a very short interval of mass 
motion of the gas, the pressures and therefore the energies are different in different 
'directions We .shall thus assume that for the element in vertical motion as 
pictured here Px and P , do not alter but P„ alone alters during a small displace­
ment of the element.
For a small displacement dy, the change in the value of P„ may be taken
to be dP , =  1 ^*' 
!. d y . dy
By equation (3) 9 P„ _
■ '{
g + Dvq T>t ,
(4)
(5)S, 9 3'
■ It  may be noted in this connection that the efl’ect of the rotation of the earth is 
ignored as the change it produces in the motion is negligible in comparison with g  
(as pointed out by Brunt." It is further assumed that the element has no motion 
I  in any other direction than the Y  direction, in order to simplify the theory and 
?tudy the effect of only the vertical motion on the element.
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Now from equations (4) and {5) we have
d T , =  -f> y s +
and consequently from equation {26)
Dt
d j i p = - l  p ( g +
]dy
D< ]dy
(6)
(7)
\
This is the change in the kinetic energy of the molecules ^f the element in 
the vertical direction i)cr unit volume due to the displacement dy.  ^Since we have 
assumed that there is no change in pressures in the other direction^ the energies 
corresponding to all the other degrees of freedom of the molecules are mk altered 
during this displaLcmciil. The change in the total kinetic energy per unit volume 
of the molecules of the element dK will be therefore equal to dK,,, and this does 
not alter in value due to any subsequent redistribution between all the diflerent 
degrees of freedom of the molecules.
Therefore the change in the total kinetic energy of the molecujes of the gas 
per unit volume
d U = ~ l p  g + DiJo
Di
dy (8)
The corresponding change of temperature dT suffered by the element may be 
easily computed applying the first law of thermodynamics :
d T =
/J. J.C  V.
(q)
where J  is the uiechaiiical equivalent of heal and C„ the specific heat of air nl 
constant volume (the displacement having been considered to take place al 
constant volume). Therefore from equations (8) and (9) we have for the rate 
of change of temperature of the element with height
dy 2. J .  C* Df
(10)
lyct US assume that the acceleration zero when the atmosphere is in equili-
D t
brium. We shall call the corresponding rate at which an element falls in tempera­
ture with height the equilibrium lapse-rate. The equilibrium lapse-rate is thus 
equal to
dy 2. J.C „ (ij)
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Substituting the values, C„ (for dry air) =  .1715. Cal, per gm* (the value for damp 
air does not differ materially from this),
J= 4 . 185 X 10 “^ ergs, per cal.
and ^=981.0 cm, per sec. per sec.
We have — --— from equation (it) equal to
ay
9S1
2 X ^ - t8 5 X i o ' x^ o ‘ i 7i 5 
=  6°.836x io *^ C. per cm.
= 6 “.836.C. per km.
This is easily seen to be oiic-fifth of what is usually called the auto-convection 
gradient.®
The value 6 836 C. per km. is the rate at which an element of air would fall 
in temperature as it is displaced upwards vertically through a short distance as 
part of a vast sheet or layer of air, the volume of the element remaining constant 
during the small vertical displacement. Continuous vertical motion of air itself may 
be considered to take place in successive short steps, each step consisting of two 
stages;
(i) The stage in which an element undergoes a vertical displacement 
according to the way stated above.
(it) The stage in which adjustments take place in a horizontal level, with 
expansion or contraction of the element sideways. But these changes in Volume 
cannot be so sudden as to be completely adiabatic, because what may result in a 
horizontal direction as a consequence of this type of convection is a gradient of 
pressure which produces a wind. Hence the change of volume which an element 
undergoes at the new level is very likely to be isothermal. Consequently the 
lap.se rate in an atmosphere in which such motion takes place will not differ 
appreciably from the value calculated above. Observations of the free atmos­
phere go to show that this type of (cumulative) convection is playing an im­
portant part in the movements of air massses in our atmosphere.
5. C O M P A R I S O N  W I T H  O B S E R V A T I O N S  I N  T U B  F R E E
a t m o s p h e r e
Individual observations in the troposphere above a height of about 3 km. 
show that the temperature decreases at a uniform rate with height, the
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temperature-height curves beidg almost straight lines. This itself is in agreement 
with the result deduced above. Besides, the mean value of the lapse-rate obtained 
from a number of observations taken at different stations in the middle latitudes 
is found to agree quite satisfactorily with the result calculated above. The 
following table gives the mean lapse-rates pbserved at different stations in the 
middle latitudes. It is obtained from a table given by Dines ^ho made use of 
Gold’s values. (
Table I
{Mean Lapse-rates)
Heij^ht in kin. Pctrograd. Scotland. Berlin. EnglandSE. Paris Vienna. Pavia.
Deg. A. Deg. A. Deg. A. Deg. A. Deg. A. Deg, A. Deg. A.
13*5 — O’l — 0*2 0*6 — 0*2 0*2 O'O -  1*3
1 2 ’ 5 “ 2 7 — 0*2 0*1 0*2 “ 1*3 “ 0 '3
11*5 “ 0-3 — I*I 0*9 0*8 0*7 0*1 2*4
10-5 1-3 0*7 27 2*6 4*1 3*4 4*2
9 ‘5 3 'i 3*6 4*9 5*3 5*7 5*1 4*6
8-5 5 ’4 5*4 6*3 6*1 6-9 6*7 6-6
7'5 7*3 7*8 7*7 7*4 7*6 7*3
6*5 6*2 7*0 7*1 7*1 7*1 7*6 8*2
5*5 6*5 7*0 6*9 7*0 6*7 6*8 6*8
4*5 5 ’9 6*4 6*2 6*9 6*2 6*3 6*7
3*5 5*6 5*6 5*9 6*0 5*5 5 7 5*9
2*5 5 '4 5*7 4-8 5'S 4*7 5*4 6-3
I '5 .  4-3 5*0 5’i 4-8 4*0 4*6 S-6
In calculating the mean value of the lapse-rate in the troposphere, we must 
exclude observations below a height of 3 km., as this region is subject toJntmy 
local disturbances and fluctuations and the lapse-rates are irregular. Also we 
should not take the region in which the tropopause rises and falls, as the mean 
value in it would be obviously misleading. Hence, below are given the mean 
lapse rates at different stations calculated from the values lying between the thick 
lines in the above table.
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JPetrograd
ficotlatid
Berlin
Btiglaud S.R 
Ptns 
Vienna 
Pavia
Free troposphere between*
3 km.-8  km. 
do.
3 km.—9 km.
do.
do.
do.
do.
Mean
Mean lapse.rate.
6*30 Deg. A. per km. 
6*96 
6-68 
670 
6*63 
6-78 
6-92
671
The equilibrium lapse rate is theoretically deduced to be 6 *^836 C. per km. 
The agreement between the above mean observed value and the theoretical value 
is very close and we may therefore conclude that the ' free troposphere ’ (lying 
between 3 km. and the tropopause) in the middle latitudes, to which belong the 
stations in the above table, is normally in equilibrium for mass motion of the 
type discussed in this paper for cumulative convection).
Mean lapse-rates of the free atmosphere obtained at Agra® and  ^ Poona in 
India are given below. The mean for Poona is calculated for lapse-rates between 
3 and 15 geodyuamic kilometres and that for Agra between 3 and 14 gkm. The 
mean values for the free atmosphere (6''*87 C. and 6°'35*C. respectively per km.) 
show fait agreement with the theoretical value deduced.
Table H.
Height in gkm. Lapse-rate (Poona) (1938-31). Lapse-rate (Agra; (1925-'28).
eg.C. Deg. C.
14-15 67
8*0 6-3
13-13 8*3 7*1
11-12 8-2 7*0
lO-Il 8-1 6-9
9-10 7*8 67
5-9 7-a 67
7-8 6-8 6*3
6-7 5*9 6*1
S-6 S'9 6*2
4-5 5-6 6*1
3-4 S‘8 .V9
Mean/gkni. 7*02
1 ““
1 6*48
Uean/km. 6*88
1
j ^35
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6. L A P S R - R A T K v S  I N A S C E N D I N G  A N D  D E S C E N D I N G  
C U R R E N T S  O E  A I R  ( C Y C L O N I C  A N D  A N T I -  
C Y C L O N I C  S Y S T E M S )
In the discussion made above on the equilibi'iuin lapse-rate it is assumed 
that ^ 1* IS equal to zero. Now we may take up for consideratioii the cases when
it is not equal to zero. If we call the vertical acceleration of the element,
we see that there is a possibility for two cases in addition to the case\of equilibrium: 
(t) The vertical acceleration may be positive or (ii) it may be negative. From 
.equatioq (lo)
dT  . I 
dy aJ.C,, DL
We see that in case (i) when is positive (i.e., the velocity increases with
<increa.se of height) the quantity within the parentheses will be greatei than 
g  and the lapse-rate will be higher in value than the equilibrium lapse-rate.
In cases {ii) is negative (i. c., the increase of velocity is down-ward) the
quantity within pareuthes becomes less than g, and the lapse-rate will be less 
than the equilibrium rate.
Thus we arrive at a new and interesting result that for upward motion of 
air with increasing velocity, the lapse-rate is higher and for downward motion 
with increasing velocity it is less than the equilibrium lapse-rate. It has
already been stated that the acceleration will be upwards ( positive) when
there is accumulation below and downwards ( negative) when the accumula-
tion is above. These conditions are found to obtain in cyclonic and anticyclonic 
syetems respectively.
Cyclonic systems ;^ I t  is a widely observed fact that in a region of low pres­
sure, there is an upward current of air, the velocity of which increases with 
height above the ground. The acceleration upward, in cases of strong convec­
tion on such occasions, becomes appreciable as compared to g  and the lapse-rate 
sliould be accordingly aSected, An example for., upward acceleration quoted by 
Ramanathan^® from Brunt, may be given in this connection. ”  An estimate, of 
upward acceleration in hailstorms has Been, made by Brunt. He.haSL.8hovm
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in order to raise a spherical hail stone of radius 3 cm. in an ascending current, 
an upward vertical velocity exceeding 55 metres per sec. would be required. 
If this velocity is developed within a distance of 3 km , the acceleration will 
be 50 cm /sec®/'
Thus in a region of low pressure the lapse-rate should be, according to 
the theory developed here, greater than the equilibrium lapse-rate.
Anticyclonic systems :—It is also known widely that in an anticyclone 
there is a downward motion of air ; but this does not seem to be as vigorous as 
the upward motion in a cyclone. Still since the downward motion is a result 
of accumulation in upper levels of air, and when an element of air moves under 
difference of pressure there is acceleration, it is quite possible that there is 
downward acceleration (however small) in anticyclonic systems in the free
atmosphere. I'hus becomes negative in these cases and the lapse rate
becomes less than the etjuilibrium rate. But since the convection in tlicni is not 
so rai)id as in cyclonic systems the difference from tht; equilibrium value 
will not be as great in them as in the latter.
These conclusions obtain coiilirmation from observations made in cyclones 
and anticyclones. Below is given a table showing the mean temperatures in 
cyclon es and anticyclones. The results are due to Dines.  ^^
TAin.K
Tic.iglil in km. Cyt’lone—QStj mb. Anticyclone* — 3026 mb.
'J'emperatiire. Teinperfiture.
H 224 Deg. A. 335 Deg. A.
33 15 .
12 ^ 5 17 ' '
II 24 20
10 25 25
9 26 31
8 28 38
7 34 46
6 42 53
5 49 59
A 5^ 65
3 63 71
"> 70 76
I 276 279 -
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For the cyclone we may take the * free troposphere ’ to be between 3. km. 
and 7 km. and for the anticyclone between 3 km. and 9 km. at the lowest. Then 
we have from the above table the following mean values for the lapse-rates :
T able IV
Cycloiut
Anticyclonc
Difference from calculated ec|ai- Uibrium rate
\ (6-836)
r + o’4i4* C. 
- 0-166* C.
Some individual cases may also be quoted in support of this view. There 
was an anticyclone over Upper India between the 19th and the 26th of December, 
1930. The sounding on the 19th Dec., gave a mean'lapse-rate (between 4 gkni. 
and 15 gkm.) of 6“ -45 C. per gkm. and that on the 22nd, 6°-66 C. per gkm. The 
mean of these two values is 6®'56 C- per gkm. or 6°-43 C. per km., a value 
less than the theoretical value for equilibrium. (6“ '836 C. per km.)
A  cyclone crossed the East Coast (India) at Nellore on the 17th of November, 
1933. Soundings made during the period of the cyclone on islh , i6th, 17th, 
i8th and 19th of that month at Madras observatory, n o  miles away, gave the 
mean lapse-rates 7-33, 7-15, 7-08, 7-64 and 7-47 deg. C. respectively per gkui. 
(between 3 gkm. and 15 gkm.) of the free atmosphere. The mean value is 7'33 
deg. C. per gkm, or 7-19 deg. C. per km., which is clearly higher than the theo­
retical equilibrium lapse-rate.
Thus the result deduced theoretically that the lapse-rate should be greatei 
in a cyclonic system and less in an anticyclonic system than the equilibrium 
rate is supported by observations of the upper atmosphere. We have therefore 
a satisfactory explanation for the ascent of (cold) air in a cyclone and the descent 
of air (which may be warm) in an anticyclone even when the lapse-rate is less 
than the adiabatic. These vertical motions may therefore be considered to be 
due to pressure differences set up in the vertical direction and not to convection 
of the penetrative type.
In conclusion, I  wish to express ray grateful thanks to Dr. J . Roy. Strock, 
our Principal, and to Dr. H. H. Sipes, our Bursar, for the kind encouragement 
they gave me in my work. I am also highly obliged to Dr. I. Ramalcrishna Rao 
of the University College, Waltair, who was kind enough to go through the 
paper and give me very valuable suggestions.
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